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Abstract. We report the first resolved scattered light
images of the circumstellar dust disk around the old
Pre-Main Sequence star HD 141569A. The disk seen in
HST/NICMOS2 images shapes a bright annulus inclined
at 37.5◦±4.5◦ from edge-on. This ring peaks at 325±10AU
from the star with a characteristic width of ∼ 150AU. At
1.6µm, the dust grains scatter a total flux density of at
least 4.5±0.5mJy. Our disk model using the spatial distri-
bution implied by the images does not explain the 10µm
excess and requires an additional grain population closer
to the star. Some similarities and differences with the dust
annulus surrounding HR4796A are pointed out.
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1. Introduction
The recent discovery of a disk around the old Pre-Main Se-
quence A0 star HR 4796A (Koerner et al. 1998; Jayaward-
hana et al. 1998; Augereau et al. 1999a; Schneider et al.
1999) opened new perspectives in our understanding of
the evolution of circumstellar disks and the early stages of
planetary formation (Lagrange et al. 1999). The compara-
ble age, spectral type and IRAS infrared excess of the post
Herbig Ae/Be star HD141569A are pertinent clues for
suspecting the presence of an optically thin disk around
this star at a similar evolutionary status (t∗ ≥ 10Myr,
B9.5Ve star, van den Ancker et al. 1998).
A main difference with HR4796A may concern the
multiplicity. Whereas HR 4796A has a physically bounded
companion (HR4796B), which may play a role in the dy-
namics of the disk, the two stellar companions of HD -
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141569A detected so far (Gahm et al. 1983; Pirzkal et al.
1997) may not be gravitationally linked to the primary,
as postulated by Lindroos (1985). In addition, no spec-
troscopic companion is detected by Corporon & Lagrange
(1999).
Since IRAS, further investigations of the material
around HD141569A have been performed. HD 141569A
shows a very small intrinsic polarization consistent with
that of the prototype Vega-like stars (Yudin & Evans
1998; Yudin et al. 1999). Emission spectral features from
circumstellar dust grains have also been observed by
Sylvester et al. (1996a) at 10–20µm.
Whereas the spectral energy distribution (SED) con-
strains the grain composition, it poorly constrains the
shape of the dust distribution. In particular, models pre-
dict an inner edge for the disk ranging between 10AU
(Malfait et al. 1998) and 650AU (Sylvester & Skinner
1996b).
In this Letter, we present the first resolved scattered
light images of the HD141569A circumstellar disk ob-
tained with the coronagraph on the HST/NICMOS2 cam-
era. A disk detection is also reported independently by
Weinberger et al. (1999) at 1.1µm. We afterwards detail
the morphology of the resolved structure, its brightness at
1.6µm and finally discuss some disk properties.
2. Observations and reduction procedure
2.1. The data
HST/NICMOS2 coronagraphic observations of HD -
141569A (V = 7.1) were obtained on 1998 August 17 in
MULTIACCUM mode. Six consecutive exposures on the
target were performed in filter F160W (central wavelength
≃ 1.6µm, bandwidth ≃ 0.4µm) corresponding to a total
integration time of 14m23 s. The reduction procedure of
coronagraphic data requires a comparison star to assess
the Point Spread Function (PSF). For this, the A1V star
HD145788, which shows no evidence of circumstellar ma-
terial, was observed during the same orbit for 6m24 s to
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Fig. 1. The multiple system HD141569 in filter F171M
(central wavelength ≃ 1.72µm, bandwidth ≃ 0.07µm)
and known astronomical parameters for the companions
HD141569B and HD141569C. K magnitude differences
are from Pirzkal et al. (1997).
achieve a similar signal to noise ratio given its own flux
(V = 6.25).
A narrow band (filter F171M) view of the field around
HD141569A taken during the target acquisition confirms
the presence of two bright companions HD141569B and
HD141569C previously identified in K band by Pirzkal et
al. (1997) (Fig.1). Measured position angles (hereafter PA)
and separations from the primary star are summarized in
Figure 1. PAs are fully consistent with Pirzkal et al. (1997)
results whereas distances from this work are about 11%
larger than those measured by these last authors.
2.2. Reduction procedure for the coronagraphic data :
basic cleaning and PSF subtraction
For both HD141569A and the PSF reference
(HD 145788), we added the calibrated files provided
by the STScI. We cleaned the bad pixels and ’grots’
(STScI 1997) using Eclipse reduction procedures (Dev-
illard 1997). Blurred stripes on the images associated to
electronic echos of the source (also called ’Mr Staypuft’
ghosts, STScI 1997) were subtracted by averaging a
profile perpendicular to the stripes in a region free of
astronomical sources.
Before being subtracted, the reference star flux has
to be scaled to that of the target object. The ratio of
the HD141569A image to the reference star image gives
the scaling factor. At this stage of the reduction, this is
also an unbiased and powerful way to detect circumstellar
material. Indeed, a circumstellar structure is expected to
appear as a continuous feature in the ratio at a level sig-
nificantly higher than the background level.
Figure 2 (left) shows this ratio. An annular structure
centered on the star clearly appears especially in the right
and bottom parts of the image whereas the light of the
stellar companions (mainly HD141569B) contaminates
the opposite side. Azimuthally averaged radial profiles on
different areas of the ratio confirm the presence of an ex-
cess (Fig.2, right).
The true linear resolution is higher in an angular sec-
tor close to the major axis of the annular structure than
in the perpendicular direction (resp. solid line and bold
asterisks Fig.2, right). The superimposition of the two az-
imuthally averaged radial profiles shows that these profiles
have a similar behaviour and are roughly a constant up
to ∼ 2′′, then shows a strong discrepancy between 2′′ and
4′′. We assume then that the region up to 2′′ is free of sig-
nificant resolved dust amount and that the scaling factor
is ∼ 0.400± 0.015 (between 0.8′′ and 2′′).
3. Results
3.1. Orientation of the disk
Figure 3 (left) shows the final reduced image of the disk
and brings out the annular structure evidenced in the ratio
of HD 141569A to the reference star (Fig.2). Unsubtracted
secondary spider diffraction spikes are responsible for the
bright areas inside the annulus. These patterns do not
correspond to any realistic excess. An image of what would
be observed without these spikes is shown in the bottom-
right corner of the reduced image.
We computed the distance from the star correspond-
ing to the maximum surface brightness of the annulus ver-
sus the position angle over a 90◦ range (Southern part of
the disk). Least-squares ellipse fitting constrains the ma-
jor axis of the observed annulus to be at a position angle
of 355.4◦±1◦ and leads to an upper limit for the disk incli-
nation from edge-on of 37.5◦±4.5◦ assuming that the disk
is axisymmetrical with respect to the star. The fit is su-
perimposed on the reduced image of the disk (Fig.3, right)
and agrees well with all the observed structure.
3.2. Surface brightness distribution and photometry
Both radial surface brightness profiles along the North-
ern and the Southern semi-major axis of the disk peak
at 325± 10AU from the star, according to the Hipparcos
star distance of 99+9
−8 pc (Fig.4). Discrepancies between the
two profiles are due, inside 2.5′′ to the above-mentioned
diffraction spikes, and outside 3.6′′ to an imperfect elim-
ination of the blurred light from the stellar companions
HD141569B and HD141569C.
We now focus on the Southern profile which shows
more clearly the annular shape of the disk. Both inside
and outside the peak at 325AU, the surface brightness
steeply decreases (FWHM ∼ 150AU). The decline be-
comes smoother further than 420AU. More precisely, Ta-
ble 1 gives the steepness indexes which match the surface
brightness for different ranges of distance from the star.
The change of slope around 4.2′′ has to be confirmed. In-
deed, this distance corresponds to the position of a differ-
ent detector matrix, also we do not exclude that shading
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Fig. 2. Left : ratio of the HD141569A image to the reference star image assumed to be representative of the PSF. The
image reveals an excess corresponding to the presence of circumstellar material well centered on the star. The top-left
corner is blurred by the companions HD141569B and HD141569C. The mask has a radius of 0.3′′ (∼ 4 pixels; the
pixel size is about 0.076′′). Right : two azimuthally averaged radial profiles. The small rectangular boxes mimic the
left-hand image, with the white angular sectors illustrating the areas used to compute the profiles. Between 0.8′′ and
2′′, the signal to noise ratio in the profile plotted as asterisks is roughly a half the signal to noise ratio for the other
profile.
Fig. 3. Left : Scattered light image (1.6µm) of the HD141569A circumstellar disk in logarithmic scale. The scattered
light due to the companions HD141569B and HD141569C and to their associated spider diffraction spikes (see Fig.2 )
have been subtracted. In the bottom-right corner, we show the same disk where most of the unrealistic bright patterns
close to the star (see text) have been removed so as to highlight the annular resolved structure. Right : Contours of
the disk to allow comparison with the ellipse fitting superimposed on the image.
may have caused this effect (STScI 1997). Nevertheless,
the disk is positively detected at least up to 6′′.
We performed the photometry of the disk on elliptic
contours with semi-major axis between 2′′ and 9′′. We
find a total scattered flux density of 4.5± 0.5mJy (∼ 13.5
mag), which must be considered as a lower value since
the scattered light below the spider diffraction patterns
is not taken into account. This corresponds to a ratio of
scattered to stellar flux at 1.6µm of about 2.2× 10−3.
4. Discussion
4.1. Disk properties
Assuming an optically thin ring and an inclination from
edge-on of 35◦, we reproduce the main shape of the surface
brightness along the major axis of the disk with an annu-
lus peaked at 330AU from the star and a radial surface
dust distribution proportional to r4 inside the peak and
to r−6.8 outside. This profile does not depend on the exact
anisotropic scattering properties of the grains because it
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Fig. 4. Radial surface brightness distribution along the
major axis of the disk. They have been obtained by az-
imuthally averaging the profiles over a 6 degree sector
overlapping the major axis.
Table 1. Surface brightness (SB) steepness indexes α
(SB ∝ rα) and corresponding SB ranges in mag.arcsec−2
for the Southern extension. The zero point flux in F160W
filter given by the STScI is 1113Jy.
Major Axis Steepness SB Range
Radial Range Index α in mag.arcsec−2
2.7′′ → 3.2′′ +1.98 ± 0.14 17.3→ 16.9
3.3′′ → 3.6′′ −2.32 ± 0.16 16.9→ 17.2
3.6′′ → 4.2′′ −6.87 ± 0.14 17.2→ 18.3
4.2′′ → 6.0′′ −2.75 ± 0.20 18.3→ 19.5
is measured along the major axis of the disk, i.e. where
the scattering angle always close to 90◦. For simplicity, we
have therefore assumed that grains scatter isotropically.
The predicted surface brightness is superimposed in Fig-
ure 4 on the observed one.
The dust population derived, assumed to be made of
amorphous fluffy grains as described in Augereau et al.
(1999a) larger than about a half micrometer, fits quite
well the 20–100µm SED but does not explain the shorter
wavelength data. Emission features at 7.7µm, 8.6µm and
11.3µm, tentatively attributed to aromatic molecules (e.g.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons), have been detected
by Sylvester et al. (1996a). The present model can not
reproduce these features. Anyway, the presence of dust
closer to the star is required to reproduce at least the
10µm continuum. This second population is expected to
be too close to the star (typically inside the first hundred
AU) to be detectable in the present data. Such hot grains
probably contribute to the 20µm SED and may also be
responsible for all or part of the 12.5µm and 17.9µm ex-
tended emissions (0.75′′ (75AU) in radius) resolved by Sil-
verstone et al. (1998). More data and modeling are needed
to confirm that issue.
Fig. 5. Best fit of the 8–100µm SED (IRAS and Sylvester
et al. (1996a) measurements) taking into account the fact
that the disk shapes an annulus. Grains are assumed
to be made of silicate, organic refractories and H2O ice
and follow a collisional size distribution (∝ a−3.5). The
long wavelength continuum is well reproduced whereas
the 10µm predicted flux densities are about one order
of magnitude smaller than the measured ones. This model
suggests that an additional population of hot grains closer
to the star is needed to account for the short wavelength
excesses.
4.2. Comparison with HR4796A
It is particularly instructive to further compare HD -
141569A to HR 4796A:
– both stars exhibit a circumstellar ring, but the HD -
141569A annulus is about 9–10 times wider than the
HR4796A one,
– two dust populations are required to fit both full SEDs
(Koerner et al. 1998; Augereau et al. 1999a),
– the inner edge of the HD141569A disk suggests a trun-
cation process as already proposed for HR4796A,
– the outer disk distribution (further ∼325AU) seems
steeper than the spatial distribution of dust sup-
plied by colliding or evaporating bodies (Lecavelier des
Etangs et al. 1996) as for HR4796A. A perturbing
body as a source for this outer truncation is possible.
Nevertheless, no massive perturbing body is detected
so far unlike for HR4796A.
Most of the above remarks regarding the properties and
the dynamics of the HD141569A circumstellar disk will
be further investigated in a forthcoming paper.
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